
1 - When and how did Brito.Rodriguez begin?

We met in 2003 in Olot, Girona, a small town in northern Spain (30,000 inhabitants) where we collaborated 
with RCR Arquitectes.  It was a defining moment in our lives, by the intensity with which we lived architecture 
and the personal relationships that were created in such a small environment.  In 2004, we decided to 
relocate to the United States, initially to Austin, Texas, but ended up in San Francisco, California, where we 
collaborated with Sagan Piechota Architecture and Jim Jennings Architecture.

Simultaneously, we began our partnership by participating in international architecture competitions.  The 
first competition we participated in was for an archaeological museum located in the ancient Mayan city of 
Tulum, on the Yucatán Peninsula in Mexico, we received a 2nd Prize for our proposal.  This project is very 
important to us because it was our first international competition and it represents the 'first step' in our 
career.  The same project was later selected for the 'World Architecture Community Awards / 6th cycle'.

The second competition we participated in was for a museum at the archaeological site of Kuelap, 
Chachapoyas in Peru, in which we received an Honorable Mention.  Both of these projects together with our 
career paths at the time, was the starting point for creating our partnership.

While in San Francisco, we were always aware of the architecture made in Portugal and in Spain, where a 
great energy in the field of architecture was present.  We wanted to be part of this moment and in 2008, we 
decided to come to Lisbon and open our Studio Brito.Rodriguez.

2 - You both have international work experience.  Do you feel this has influenced you in some way?

Without a doubt.  The international  work experience we have has a large influence on who we are and the 
work we do in the Studio.  Also, the fact that we are from different cultural backgrounds (Portuguese and 
American) continuously generates a dynamic of sensibilities and complementary approaches to architecture  
that is essential in everything we do.

Our collaboration in the office of RCR Arquitectes in Olot was a very intense experience.  We were all in Olot 
for the architecture and to receive the influence from RCR.

Later, in the United States, we had the opportunity to work in offices that were distinguished for their 
uniqueness (Sagan Piechota Architecture and Jim Jennings Architecture), in a work environment that stood 
out for its high standards and demand, where particular time and attention were given to the details and 
specifications of construction, where we worked closely with consultants and manufacturers on larger scale 
projects.  This is where we valued the need to work diligently and effectively between architects, engineers, 
consultants, manufacturers and contractors to ensure the well execution of projects and client satisfaction.

All  of the experiences that we have accumulated over the years are important to us and have shaped who 
we are and how we think about architecture, as well  as the people we have met along the way.  Today, we 
seek to create that same atmosphere in our Studio, an environment where people come together from 
different nationalities and backgrounds, where the intensity and passion for architecture can be shared and 
experienced.
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3 - Why did you choose Portugal for locating your Studio?

The choice came naturally.  After living / working in Spain and at the end of four years in San Francisco, we 
started to create ties and gained a sense of permanence.  However, we have always felt motivated by new 
challenges and as what typically happens with change, leaving San Francisco was a personal and a 
professional challenge.

At the time, Portugal and Spain were thriving in terms of architecture, both being an international reference.  
We wanted to be a part of this, wanted to be present, so Portugal was the natural  choice for establishing our 
Studio.  Lisbon is a very attractive city and has the ideal scale to live / work in.  It was our selected place as a 
starting point and today is our base.

4 - What is your opinion about the work your Studio has produced up until now?

It is positive.  We are very pleased with the work we have done in the last five years in Lisbon and with the 
possibility of reaching further with our thoughts focused on architecture, space and landscape.  Also, with 
two built projects in Portugal and another which will start in Spain in the near future... we feel  it was a good 
decision to come to Lisbon.

The people whom we have met along the way and the established collaborations go far beyond the team in 
our Studio.  This is a very exciting phase in our career and we have many projects that we want to build, 
both here and abroad.

5 - Is there a way of ‘making’ architecture in Brito.Rodriguez?

At this point, we have begun to discover certain themes that are consistent throughout our projects, we are 
noticing a linear evolution and relationships between them.

We are very interested in capturing the emotional and sensory experience of space and our approach is very 
conscious in that sense.  We always seek to create spaces of intimacy, reflection and contemplation where 
our body relates to the surroundings and intuitively knows when and how it should move within the space, 
faster or slower, or when it is a moment of pause ... movement and rhythm are both essential and 
determinant in the nature of our projects.  Our goal  is to create spaces that celebrate the sensory 
experience, where the landscape takes on scenic and sculptural features with projects that seek to reflect 
the essence of space with the reduction of the use of materials.

Another common theme in our projects is how we approach the site.  Our architecture does not impose itself 
into the landscape, instead are subtle gestures seeking to emphasize the intrinsic qualities of the place.  The 
wall is probably the most paradigmatic  example of an architectural gesture in the landscape.  In addition to 
creating boundaries and establishing limits, it reveals the power of architecture.  It is interesting to notice how 
its configuration, dimensions and construction materials change accordingly to their specific context and 
history.  The wall  is pure architecture.  An element that defines space and territory, with an unequalled 
strength.  We seek to reflect this approach in our projects, the elementary expression of compositional 
elements that define the perception of space.

In 2006, we travelled to Mexico to visit Luis Barragán’s work and the Gilardi’s House had a big impact on us 
as architects and as individuals.  It was an intense experience, to feel the emotions that a certain space 
provokes in our body and the power that architecture has on our state of mind _ absolutely beautiful  and 
moving.
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Access to the castle of Buñol, Spain

6 - Looking over your portfolio, is there a program type that is predominant?

Yes, programmatic uses that allow us to develop contemplative spaces, where there is a strong relationship 
between the individual, the space and the site.  It is no coincidence that museums, as places of 
contemplation, are frequent projects in our Studio. 

In addition, we have completed a building rehabilitation for creative industries in the historic village of 
Óbidos, Portugal.  This project brings together themes that motivate us in which we would like to play a 
greater role in: building rehabilitation and creating spaces for creative industries.

The single family house is also stimulating because it requires a personal  involvement and a close 
relationship with each client.  The Casa MB was an experience in that sense and reflects the level of care 
and commitment that is necessary for this type of programmatic use.

7 - Which projects would you consider as the most challenging to date?

Every project is a new challenge; however, the 'Access to the castle of Buñol' in Spain is the most 
challenging to date.  It is an international competition that was awarded the 1st Prize and is currently in the 
administrative process within the City Hall of Buñol in order to continue into the development and 
construction phases.

The proposal is a subtle intervention in a public  space that places emphasis on its relationship to the 
surrounding context and use of a selected material  (compressed earth blocks).  As the project is located in 
Spain, it is also a challenge that requires different logistics and organization in our Studio and the entire 
team.  In our opinion, it is a project that reflects very well our approach to architecture and landscape, the 
subtlety of our interventions and how we seek to emphasize the intrinsic qualities of the place and its spatial 
character.
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8 - What projects are you currently working on?

At the moment, we are very attentive and focused in the United States, with a couple of projects that could 
move forward in Texas.  Also, we are taking the first steps in a future collaboration with the artist Kate Beck, 
in Maine.

It is important to be aware of opportunities that arise in the field of architecture, expectations and tendencies 
to establish our own goals and to generate new challenges.

9 - What expectations do you have in regards to the practice of architecture in the future?

The practice of architecture will be what it has always been ... the creation of space and the sensory and 
emotional relationships established with the individual and their surroundings.

When we practice an activity with passion, we always encounter a way to be active ... sometimes we need to 
travel, change, adapt, reflect, think, teach, act, learn, speak, write ... all of these are ways of thinking about 
architecture.  In our opinion, for the practice of architecture in the future, we can not accommodate 
ourselves!  We have to be attentive and aware of the areas where we can intervene.  Currently, we are three 
to four people in the Studio and do not reject the idea of growing in number of collaborators; however, it must 
be a gradual process, with an increase of projects and the need to respond to each of them.

10 - The Studio has organized workshops and hosted exhibitions.  What is the objective of these  
initiatives and events?

From very early on, we were influenced by different areas of artistic expression.  The most remarkable 
experiences were the visits to the Chinati  Foundation in Marfa, Texas where we saw the Donald Judd pieces, 
and the Double Negative by Michael Heizer in Overton, Nevada.

There is a close proximity between the concepts inherent in the works of certain artists, Land Art and 
Architecture.  The way a gesture intervenes with the landscape, or how a particular piece of art and / or 
sculpture influences the contemplative nature of the space, can be comprehended by any individual.  A piece 
of art / sculpture provokes emotions and an intervention of Land Art provokes our body in relation to the 
landscape.  These are the fundamental principles that we seek to express in Architecture, the contemplative 
nature and the relationship of space with the body and the landscape.  Compositional  aspects that allow us 
to feel comfortable within a given space.

The workshops that we organize in our Studio under the theme Art and Architecture, intend to promote the 
relationship and synergy between these two artistic disciplines.  The workshops are an exceptional  method 
for establishing a focus of intense creativity and knowledge; as well as to share what inspires and moves us 
daily.  On the other hand, relating to our “nomadic” side, having lived in different cultures and having always 
been linked to environments where various nationalities come together, is something we always wanted to 
bring to our Studio.

In the first workshop we organized with the artist Arjan Janssen (Netherlands), we welcomed students and 
young architects from Portugal, Poland, Italy and the United States.  This was an approach we found to 
materialize and establish relationships within a physical  space, while sharing experiences and knowledge 
within a wider group of people.  The results were extremely gratifying.
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Brito.Rodriguez Studio with Dutch artist Arjan Janssen exhibition, Lisbon

11 - In 2012 you were selected by Wallpaper* magazine to be included on the list of 20 young 
emerging architectural practices worldwide.  How was this selection made?

The nomination was made by the British magazine Wallpaper*, which annually makes a selection of 
international offices with the potential of future growth, all from different countries and from six continents.  
We felt very honored with this distinction and greatly satisfied because we were selected with our first built 
project in Portugal, the single family house ‘Casa MB’ in Óbidos.

12 - What plans do you have for 2014?

There is no doubt that we want to continue to develop and grow along the same path we have been ‘walking 
on’ ... to increase our intervention in the requalification and valorization of spaces .... organize more 
workshops and exhibitions in the Studio ... be more present here and in other countries .. enhance 
relationships, establish partnerships and create new dynamics.

One thing is certain, we will continue to work with the same intensity and passion for Architecture ... !

Thank you...
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Casa MB, Óbidos, Portugal
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